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LWW's Sonography texts are up to date with technology, and the needs of students and faculty. Get

the right content at the right level for the right way to teach and learn!Diagnostic Medical

Sonography: A Guide to Clinical Practice AbdomenÂ and Superficial StructuresÂ is the most

in-depth, appropriate textbook to cover abdominal ulatrasound, and is the ideal text for sonography

students pursuing a greater understanding of this specialization. Beginning with core anatomy

topics, this text is aimed at providing a thorough understanding of this crucial topic, giving it the

attention it deserves, and students and faculty the support they want. As a component of the

Diagnostic Medical Sonography Series, this title will allow you to provide a comprehensive, current,

and consistent treatment of sonography specializations in a way you were never able to before.
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This was the book required for the sonography program I am in. Just took my RDMS AB and

passed with flying colors using this book as my main source of reading material. Do consider that I

did use many other materials as well. It only got 4 stars because there was some information

missing from this book that would have benefited my education so thats the reason for additional

material. It is a good book to learn from though.



I got the book + workbook in my sonography school. It is not bad and will help you to study if you

have decent teacher but and here is a huge but both books don't have answer section. A lot of good

helpful exercises and questions in both books but how should I know my answers are correct? What

kind of idiot print text and workbook with no answer section?

Horrible book! Too many flaws in this and it's workbook! Some of the keyterms for chapters aren't in

the chapters. Too elaborate! Would not recommend this to a student just starting out! We are

switching books in mid semester bc it is so horribly written! If your a professor don't waste your

students time making them purchase this book! I have heard from several professors from different

schools changing books mid semester bc this one is so terrible!

Alot of great images. Def elaborates a little too much on some sections compared to what is needed

for the boards.

Although multiple authors are used, the chapters are organized in such a way that the reading is

presented in a clear, logical, and is consistent in its organization.

Only begun to use it but so far, like format and think clearly organized and written. Very pleased so

far. Goes along with course very well.

my book is already falling apart after only 4 months of use. And this happened to almost all 10 of us

students from the sonography program
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